INTRODUCTION.
Throughout this work G is a discrete group and M(G) is the usual measure algebra on G:
we write for the unit of M(G), *v for the (convolution) product of two measures , v m M(G).
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the following problems: Let B E M(G) have nite support and the (convolution) inverse of (-) exist in M(G). Is it One can easily realize that this problem becomes more interesting in the "limit"
case, where the support of is infinite. One also can realize the connection of this with the general problem of the invertlbillty in M(G); namely the characterization of the class of Hermltlan groups G (see [I] ) or the equality of different norms and spectrums in M(G) (see [2] , [3] and [4] ).
Our work here can be separated into two parts. In the first part we consider the class of groups A and we glve an estimate of I(-)-III and of lexpll in terms of the spectral radius r() and of the cardinallty of the support of .
In the second part we examine the relation of the class A, with the class of nilpotent groups and [FC] groups (groups having finite conjugacy class) (see [I] 
In this case we write where l(X) is the number of appearances of x in x Jn.
As in Proposition (3.1), (3.7) in the case where #F+n-2
it is nothing to show.
If the inequality above is not true by (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain # j #F #F+n-1 n n n-1 1 (x)
We complete the proof in the same arguments as in Proposition 3.1. We denote by Frll the RHS of (3.8).
We shall show that there are q positive integers ml,m2,...,m q such that 
